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In reality television, programs are documented apparently with unscripted real-life
situations. The focus of reality TV shows is mostly on drama and personal conflict which was
better than educating the viewers (Gray&Lotz, 2019). Certain articles and blogs give a clear
vision about the reality show and its impact on the people is best to describe it. In some
articles, it has been discussed how people went from survivor to reality shows. These articles
will give the reason for people watching reality TV.Researchers have found the reason for
enjoying reality TV shoes. The article will also identify how much really is the reality TV
shows. Thus, the article will finally bring a conclusion that will complete making the reader
understand the reality show.
The ubiquity of reality show is that it does not need any introduction for any popular
programs or characters. In one of the events for voting in the USA even the US president
Barack Obama wasn't worried about presidential primary skirmishes of the Republican Party
Condry, 2017). On that day, in the Tonight Show, the president was sure that all the public
are watching that show and he assures that he will wait until they voted off the island. One
another case that can be considered was the Seattle Times that was entirely unrelated to
reality TV.
Reality TV is though pervasive and popular show that has dominated the television
landscape. It is very humiliating to get the watch by a group of people in the name of
television. In recent years, reality shows are found to be very much profitable. They have
achieved significant popularity and cultural prominence (Chalaby, 2016). The actual thing is
reality TV is a made up act as it is not real. Most of the participants in the reality show are not
made-up professionally but some are actually made up shows. They are generally applied for
their own make-up. Most of the reality TV stars do plaster on make-up as compare to
professional. For those who simply fall out of bed or filmed in bed with no copious amounts
is completely a lie. There was a dramatical increase in the reality show that was impossible to
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avoid over the years. The platform that reality television brings the common man to the
spotlight has an economical form of entertainment. Reality television provides some
productive activities in a large amount.
It is very important to significantly influence the ethical lives of any form of popular
culture. It is not simply a low culture or unworthy. Reality TV is complicated with a wide
variety of programs (Fu, Ye & Xiang, 2016). The complexity is complicated due to the
mixture of production techniques. The dramatic behind-the-scenes are confessionals for the
shows like Big Brother, The Bachelors. Reality television is all about status. The Survivor
has a more competitive theme that values vengeance.
Fake show that is shown in the Reality TV are the tricks that edit the conversation or
interviews and produce something that is entirely false. For reality, show showmance is the
romance (Doyle, 2018). There is a need for drama and excitement were people with
relationships are just shown for the show. Reality television could gratify the psychological
needs in two ways. In one the viewers feel more important than the ordinary people in the
television shows.
The reality show was considered as the risk for the CBS that air in the summer. The
official Surviour had an ushered era. Now a day there are hundreds of reality shows were
almost in every year every channel is produced. It was examined that the Reality program is
now the dominant force in every television. It was investigated that television has influenced
the attitudes and viewers' perceptions (Scholz& Smith, 2016). They watch reality shows and
analyze the influence of the show.
There is a wide range of ethical issues that have been required for automatic condemnation.
The reality show actually presents the characters that are not seen on mainstream television.
However, reality television has reinforced unethically the stereotypes class, race, and gender
(De Solier, 2016). There are so many unexpected people that have amassed incredible
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popularity. The reality TV viewers have the desire to intrude on others through the private
and embarrassing moment.
From the article, it could be concluded that Reality TV is unscripted, unplanned and
unedited (Peddie, 2017). It is so real to the viewers that most teenagers could not identify
whether the person reaction is real or act. People are being provided with ordinary portray for
any unexpected situations for the television itself. People are filmed with hidden cameras.
The show thus could just increase the TRP's. There are many youth and young adults who
have now become addicted to the reality show. Thus, youth are physically and emotionally
impact by such shows.
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